How Many Species of Anti-Democratic
Totalitarian Movements?
One, two or three?
• Were the Nazis fascists, or were they something else?
• A great many people applaud fascism, as creating a solid
human community and giving a national community
direction and a sense of purpose
• Leo Strauss, for example: strongly anti-Nazi from the getgo, but his principles were, “proudly… fascist,
authoritarian and imperial…”
• Plus fascism as the mortal enemy of socialism, by which,
Ludwig von Mises claimed, its: “dictatorships… full of the
best intentions… has, for the moment, saved European
civilization. The merit that Fascism has thereby won for
itself will live on eternally in history…”
• Were the really-existing socialists fascists, or were they
something else?
• Were communists and fascists really the same thing—all
focused on the leader and unity, all anti-liberal, merely, as
Hitler said, one socializing external institutions, the other
socializing human thoughts?
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Is There Value in Unity for Unity’s Sake?
British communist historian Eric Hobsbawm
• His views:
• Only joining a “Moscow aligned Communist party...
offered both to interpret the world and to change it, or
looked better able to do so.... the only game in town…”
• “Lenin’s ‘party of a new type’… gave even small
organizations disproportionate effectiveness, because the
party could command extraordinary devotion and selfsacrifice…. This impressed even hostile observers
profoundly…”
• The British Communist Party’s pro-Hitler stance in
1939-41 dictated by Moscow was “something heroic….
Nationalism, political calculation, even common sense,
pulled one way, yet they unhesitatingly chose to put the
interests of the international movement first…. They
were tragically and absurdly wrong. But their error...
should not lead us to ridicule the spirit of their action.
This is how the socialists of Europe should have acted...
carrying out the decisions of the International.... It was
not their fault that the International should have told
them to do something else…”
• These are all, quite frankly, fascist.
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